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James Edward Franco, born April 19, 1978, is an American actor, director, screenwriter, producer, and artist known for films like Milk, Pineapple Express, Rise of the Planet of the Apes, Spring Breakers, Oz the Great and Powerful, This Is the End, The Disaster Artist, and the Spider-Man trilogy. He is also known for television series like Freaks and Geeks and General Hospital.

Born in Palo Alto, California, on April 19, 1978, James Franco is known for his roles in films like Milk and 127 Hours. Learn more about his life and career at James Franco Biography.


James Franco sat court side last night. The 40-year-old actor was all smiles while sitting alongside his girlfriend Isabel Pakzad at the Los Angeles Lakers vs New York Knicks game on the, 496k posts see Instagram photos and videos from James Franco hashtag.

James Franco Celebrity Profile: Check out the latest James Franco photo gallery, biography, pictures, interviews, news forums, and blogs at Rotten Tomatoes.
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movies of james franco and gf isabel pakzad turn up the heat on miami beach on, so the james franco school of method
acting was born but it was a price that has paid off james dean turned out to be francos breakout role and he managed to
kick the habit and start talking to his family he won a golden globe for the role 5 dave s cats forced him to get married,
james franco is a multi hyphenate actor director producer author he began receiving critical acclaim early on in his career
winning a golden globe for his portrayal of james dean in tnt s
James Franco Filmographie AlloCiné
April 17th, 2019 - James Franco est vraiment hors du commun Pendant la saga spiderman j avais pas trop fait gaffe mais sa performance dans Spidey 3 la seule chose qui valait vraiment quelque chose dans ce film

Is James Franco gay All your questions answered
March 15th, 2018 - James Franco does loads of gay films James Franco in I am Michael We already know that Franco is drawn to gay or bisexual roles He’s played James Dean Harvey Milk’s young lover Scott Smith

James Franco Wikipedia
March 14th, 2019 - James Franco utawa James Edward Franco lair 19 April 1978 ya iku aktor sutradara lan prodhuser saka Amérika Sarékat Franco lair ing Palo Alto California Dhèwèké wiwit main filem ing taun 1997 main ing filem seri Freaks and Geeks lan main ing filem filem nom noman remaja

James Franco Berita Foto Video Lirik Lagu Profil
April 15th, 2019 - James Franco ditemani Sang Adik Dave Franco dan Tommy Wiseau Raih Piala Best performance by an actor in a motion picture musical or comedy Jan 8 2018 James Franco masuk dalam nominasi Best Actor Motion Picture Musical or Comedy

Five women accuse actor James Franco of inappropriate or
January 12th, 2018 - Five women have accused actor James Franco 39 of behavior they found to be inappropriate or sexually exploitative In some cases the women told the Los Angeles Times they believed Franco could

James Franco latest news breaking stories and comment
April 18th, 2019 - All the latest breaking news on James Franco Browse The Independent’s complete collection of articles and commentary on James Franco

James Franco News Pictures and Videos TMZ.com
September 6th, 2018 - Powered by imdb Known for his breakthrough starring role on Freaks and Geeks 1999 James Franco was born in Palo Alto California on April 19 1978

Filmografi James Franco Wikipedia bahasa Indonesia

James Franco’s former home near Chateau Marmont lists for
April 19th, 2019 - On Marmont Lane across from the famed Chateau Marmont in West Hollywood a former haunt of actor James Franco has come on the market for 6 25 million Franco bought the property in 2006 for 2

James Franco IMDb
April 16th, 2019 - James Franco Actor 127 Hours Known for his breakthrough starring role on Freaks and Geeks 1999 James Franco was born April 19 1978 in Palo Alto California to Betsy Franco a writer artist and actress and Douglas Eugene Doug Franco who ran a Silicon Valley business His mother is Jewish and his father was of Portuguese and Swedish descent

James Franco Profile and Activity Funny Or Die
August 7th, 2008 - James Franco reads for a role in his next movie Jimmy and the Cop where he really stretches his acting chops to the limit By James Franco and Funny Or Die James Franco Gucci Commercial Outtakes Never before seen footage of James Franco’s Gucci commercial outtakes

James Franco filmography Wikipedia
April 18th, 2019 - James Franco is an American actor who began acting on television guest starring in Pacific Blue 1997 He landed his breakthrough role in the comedy drama television series Freaks and Geeks 1999–2000 After his film debut
Never Been Kissed 1999 Franco won a Golden Globe Award for Best Actor – Television Film for playing the eponymous actor in the 2001 television biopic James Dean.

James Franco Film The Guardian
April 18th, 2019 - James Franco Liam Neeson and Tom Waits traipse across the prairie in a lovingly crafted collection of vignettes spattered with bloody violence and inky humour. Published 31 Aug 2018.

James Franco Bio Facts Family Famous Birthdays
April 18th, 2019 - Learn about James Franco his birthday what he did before fame his family life fun trivia facts popularity rankings and more.

James Franco Wikipedia
April 18th, 2019 - Early life James Edward Franco was born in Palo Alto California on April 19 1978 His mother Betsy Lou née Verne is a writer and occasional actress and his father Douglas Eugene Doug Franco ran a Silicon Valley business. His father was of Portuguese from Madeira and Swedish ancestry while his mother is Jewish from a family of Russian Jewish descent.

James Franco 40 packs on the PDA with girlfriend Isabel
April 20th, 2019 - James Franco was cosying up to his gorgeous girlfriend Isabel Pakzad on Friday as the couple arrived for the second weekend of Coachella in California. The actor 40 attempted to shield his face.

James Franco — The Movie Database TMDb
April 18th, 1978 - James Edward Franco born April 19 1978 is an American actor. He left college in order to pursue acting and started off his career by making guest appearances on television series in the 1990s. Franco landed a lead part on the short lived cult hit television program Freaks and Geeks and later achieved recognition for playing the titular character in the TV biopic James Dean 2001 for which.

James Franco cuterthandave Twitter
November 24th, 2018 - The latest Tweets from James Franco cuterthandave My style is casual chic Casual messy Los Angeles CA.

James Franco Wikipedia Bahasa Melayu ensiklopedia bebas

James Franco James Sleep on Casper Mattress
April 15th, 2019 - James Franco is a very well know actor director and marketing genius If you want to learn more about him check out this Official Fansite.

James Franco Biography Movies TV Shows amp Facts
April 14th, 2019 - James Franco James Franco American actor director and writer whose rakish charm and chiseled good looks augmented an ability to bring sincerity and gravitas to characters ranging from addled drug dealers to comic book villains. His notable credits included the films 127 Hours The Disaster Artist and the Spider Man series.

Natasha jamesfrancotv • Instagram photos and videos
April 16th, 2019 - 778 Followers 704 Following 4 840 Posts See Instagram photos and videos from Natasha jamesfrancotv.

James Franco s girlfriend Isabel Pakzad 25 dons bikini
March 11th, 2019 - James Franco and his girlfriend Isabel Pakzad 25 looked more loved up than ever when they cosied up by the poolside in Miami Beach Florida on Sunday.
James Franco’s ‘Zeroville’ Finally Gets a Release Date
April 1st, 2019 - Here’s the rather lengthy synopsis Join Vikar James Franco a wide eyed innocent in love with the movies on one wicked trip to the heart of a pulsating kaleidoscopic Hollywood

James Franco amp Girlfriend Isabel Pakzad Lounge Poolside in March 14th, 2019 - James Franco and girlfriend Isabel Pakzad spend the day by the pool outside of their hotel on Wednesday afternoon March 13 in Miami Beach Fla The 40 year old actor tried to keep a low profile


Facebook April 8th, 2019 - You must log in to continue Log into Facebook Log In

James Franco Biography Biography April 18th, 2019 - Actor James Franco is known for series like Freaks and Geeks and General Hospital the award winning biopic James Dean and films like Milk and 127 Hours Learn more about his life and career at

Category James Franco Wikimedia Commons April 2nd, 2019 - Español James Edward Franco n Palo Alto California 19 de abril de 1978 es un actor director guionista productor de películas y artista estadounidense ganador del Globo de Oro

James Franco Biography Biography April 16th, 2019 - Actor James Franco is known for series like Freaks and Geeks and General Hospital the award winning biopic James Dean and films like Milk and 127 Hours Learn more about his life and career at

JamesFrancoNews JamesFrancoNews Twitter November 19th, 2018 - Any fans in Stockholm Meet brother Tom at his art show opening Sept 7 5 9pm at Erik Axel Sund gallery

James Franco Movies scripts com April 12th, 2019 - James Franco Movies James Franco Famous movies at Scripts com

James Franco amp Girlfriend Isabel Pakzad Have Date Night at March 18th, 2019 - James Franco sat court side last night The 40 year old actor was all smiles while sitting alongside his girlfriend Isabel Pakzad at the Los Angeles Lakers vs New York Knicks game on the

jamesfranco hashtag on Instagram • Photos and Videos March 30th, 2019 - 496k Posts See Instagram photos and videos from ‘jamesfranco’ hashtag jamesfranco hashtag on Instagram • Photos and Videos 495 7k Posts See Instagram photos and videos from ‘jamesfranco’ hashtag

James Franco Rotten Tomatoes April 18th, 1978 - James Franco Celebrity Profile Check out the latest James Franco photo gallery biography pics pictures interviews news forums and blogs at Rotten Tomatoes


James Franco s Illuminati Symbolism IlluminatiWatcher
April 17th, 2019 - Posted By Isaac Weishaupt on Jan 27 2018 1 comment Given the recent coverage and controversy of actor James Franco I decided to take a revisit of the symbolism and performances he has given us over the past few years to further investigate if there are any connections to be had with the Illuminati…

Dave Franco IMDb
April 15th, 2019 - Dave Franco Actor Neighbors David John Franco was born in Palo Alto California to Betsy Franco an author and Douglas Eugene Doug Franco who ran a Silicon Valley business He has two older brothers actor James Franco and Tom Franco His father was of Portuguese and Swedish descent and his mother is Jewish Dave made his first television appearance at the age of 21

James Franco YouTube
April 4th, 2019 - The company was founded in 2003 by actor filmmaker James Franco and producer writer actor Vince Jolivette Rabbit Bandini has multiple projects in various stages of development In post

Time’s Up for James Franco The Mary Sue
January 8th, 2018 - No pin is large enough for James Franco to hide behind and no amount of black clothing can hide his terrible past Franco attended the Golden Globes last night where he won the award for Best Lead

James Franco and GF Isabel Pakzad turn up the heat on
March 12th, 2019 - James Franco and GF Isabel Pakzad turn up the heat on Miami Beach Photos Find out the latest pictures still from movies of James Franco and GF Isabel Pakzad turn up the heat on Miami Beach on

16 Secrets No One Knew About James And Dave Franco
April 18th, 2019 - So the James Franco school of method acting was born but it was a price that has paid off James Dean turned out to be Franco’s breakout role and he managed to kick the habit and start talking to his family He won a Golden Globe for the role 5 Dave s Cats Forced Him To Get Married

Armie Hammer To Emcee And James Franco Guest Auctioneer At
April 16th, 2019 - James Franco is a multi hyphenate actor director producer author He began receiving critical acclaim early on in his career winning a Golden Globe for his portrayal of James Dean in TNT s
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